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at the Theta house by phone conwith Chris Stratum.
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Charlotte Gething bade adieu to
Pete Walsh off for Stanford. Shir-

ley Casebeer, Gamma Phi alum,
is engaged to Ed Hunt, former
Oregon student, now of the merchant marine. Al, former woman
hater, Putnam is squiring Louise
Goodwin these days.
A O Pi Altha Paul wears a Sig
Ep pin from Benny Di Benedetto,
in Naval Officers Training
now

The outstanding impression that comes to the newer veterans at school at Cornell. JoAnne HirschOregon this year is the friendliness of the people here. When questioned bull, Theta, has been seen with
as to what seemed the most striking to them in the few days they had
Howard Coffey and Nancy Kellabeen here, nearly all mentioned this friendliness.
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Seabees. Wally Johnson’s partner
in fun this year is Gamma Phi
Mavis De LeMare, One of her
sisters, Jean Swift had a visit
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Eddie Riekenbaeker, tell the thrilling story of 21 days
adrift in the Pacific.
7:30 p. in.—“A Burning And A Shining Light.”
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Gordon McReary, an ex-marine
student
transfer
and
pre-med
from Lewis and Clark in Portland,
said, “You get a good deal here.
People seem to have more con- man in the B.A. school: “I like it.
Irderation here than in other We have a pretty campus and the
places I have been.”
are nice. I chose it over

Army veteran

Jim

people
Longwood, Oregon State and

from
architecture
Washington stated: “Washington
is larger, but the individual attention given a student here is the
most striking thing to me. And
also the friendliness of the people
—both students and professors.”
transfer

in

even talked a
friend of mine into coming here.”
Bill W'ebber, navy, transferred
from Oregon State and is second
term freshman. He claims: ‘‘It’s
better than Oregon State and you
can
print that! The people are
friendlier.”
Bob Van Vactor, freshman who
in the AAF, expressed wolfish tendencies with this: ‘‘After being
away for so long, it’s nice to be
back where there are beautiful woThe campus is good and
men.
everyone seems to be very helpful.”

Sailor Walt Mead, a freshman in
social science had this to say for
Oregon: “It’s exactly as I expected—fine. I looked over several
other schools including Oregon
State and chose Oregon because of
its merits and what it has to offer.
I have also noticed that the people
here are much more friendly than
in other college towns.”
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